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Background to this report
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To better understand consumer attitudes around travel insurance and non-
insurance, the Insurance Council of Australia (ICA) commissioned Quantum Market 
Research to conduct a national online survey of over 1,000 Australians who have 

travelled overseas in the last 12 months.

The results of the survey form a key part of Understand Insurance, the ICA’s 
national consumer campaign aimed at empowering consumers to make better, 

more informed decisions by demystifying insurance.

The research project focused on uncovering attitudes towards travel insurance with 
specific focus on how promoting better understanding of insurance can reduce the 

risk of exposure to financial loss.



Research methodology & sampling
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• Before taking part in this survey, respondents were screened to ensure they were:

―Australian residents.

―Aged 18+.

―Had travelled overseas in the last 12 months.

―Were not returning to their home country where they still held nationality without being insured.

• The survey was conducted in April 2016. 

• All respondents completed the survey online.

• Respondents who answered the full survey took up to 15 minutes.

• A nationally representative sample was obtained (based on gender, age and location).

• Respondents were sourced from an ISO accredited market research panel which is considered among the highest 
quality in the industry (PureProfile). 

―This panel is carefully managed to ensure respondents are representative of the total population and are not 
‘over-researched’.

Total sample: n=1025 travellers



Travel insurance



Weighting of the sample
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The need for weighting: To ensure that our sample is truly representative of the average 
overseas traveller in Australia.

i.e. not just nationally representative of everyone, but nationally representative of those who have travelled 
overseas in the last 12 months.

Take data we collected on proportion who 
have travelled overseas in the last 12 

months

Looked at in conjunction with ABS 
census data on national population 

size…

Age:
% travelled 
overseas 

18-24 52%

25-29 52%

30-39 41%

40-49 36%

50-64 33%

65+ 27%

Aus. Pop. By age 
groups

Therefore % Aus. 
Pop. Travelled 
overseas

12.6% 17.1%

9.7% 13.2%

17.9% 19.4%

18.0% 16.9%

23.4% 20.5%

18.3% 12.9%

Gave us a weighting factor to achieve 
a nationally representative cross-

section of overseas travellers 

Weighting 
factor

0.72

0.47

1.78

1.44

1.33

1.25



Weighted sample: A representative cross-section of 
Australian overseas travellers
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Location: % of sample: Location: % of sample:

Sydney 23% Regional NSW 5%

Melbourne 18% Regional Vic 5%

Brisbane 11% Regional Qld 7%

Perth 11% Regional WA 3%

Adelaide 8% Regional SA 2%

Hobart 2% Regional Tas 2%

ACT (Canberra) 2% NT 1%

Age: % of sample:

18-24 17%

25-29 13%

30-39 19%

40-49 17%

50-64 21%

65+ 13%

Gender: % of sample:

Male 51%

Female 49%



Top 5 findings
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Top 5 findings from the travel insurance research
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1.
843,291 Australian adults went overseas without travel insurance in the last 12 months – that’s just under one in ten 

(8%) of all travellers.

2.
Of those who took out travel insurance policies on their last trip overseas, more than half (54%) may have been 
unknowingly underinsured, having either not declared a pre-existing medical condition and / or engaging in risky 

activities without being certain of their coverage.

3.
More than two-thirds (69%) of overseas travellers expose themselves to the risk of underinsurance by not considering 
exclusions when arranging their travel insurance. For example, although drinking to intoxication is common (30% do 

it), only a minority (16%) thought to check they were covered for accidents whilst under the influence of alcohol.

4.
Rather than a considered choice: The most common reason for forgoing travel insurance was ‘just not thinking about 
it’ (28%). Those who go without are just as likely to participate in risk-taking behaviours whilst overseas (52% did so) 

and are less likely to consider that they’re careful (only 22% are more careful than when they’re in Australia).

5.
Half of all overseas travellers (53%) visited the Smartraveller website before booking their trip. When asked which 

source they would most trust for information about travel insurance, overseas travellers consistently rated 
Smartraveller above all other sources of advice (30%).



Top 5 findings for 18-29 year olds
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1.
Young travellers were more likely to have travelled without insurance on their last trip overseas. More than one in seven 
(15%) of school-leaving aged Australians (18-24) went overseas without travel insurance on their last trip abroad, as did 

those who were slightly older (12% of those aged 25-29). By later adulthood (over 30) this drops (to just 6%).

2.
Those aged 18-29 are significantly more likely to engage in risky behaviour overseas. Three quarters (74%) of 18-29s 

engaged in any risky activity overseas (compared to only 40% of over 30s). 

3.
More than a third (36%) of 18-29 year olds do not look at their policy document at all. And consequently, despite being 
the ‘tech generation’ more than half don’t know if they’re covered for ‘theft of valuables’ (53%), or ‘loss of electronics’ 

(52%).

4.
More than three quarters (77%) of uninsured travellers think it’s OK to go to developed countries without insurance. 
Those aged 18-24 (51%) and 25-29 (44%) are significantly more likely to agree it’s ok to travel without insurance to 

developed countries, than those over 30 (23%).

5.
Around half of under 30s erroneously exaggerate how the government would help in a medical emergency overseas. 

They widely believe the Australian government would arrange and pay for them get home in a medical emergency 
(52%), and that the Australian government would pay emergency overseas medical bills (47%).



Prevalence of travel 
insurance
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8% of Australians did not have insurance last 
time they travelled overseas

More than ¾ million Australians travelled uninsured in the 
last year
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Proportion who have travelled overseas in the last 12 months:

Based on screen out data & Australian Bureau of Statistics estimations of Australian population (24,059,214 as at 29 April 2016)

Base: Screen out data (n=2774) 

41%
Adults have 

travelled 
outside 

Australia in 
the last 12 

months

This equates to 

9,943,291 Australian adults 
travelling overseas in the last 12 months

This equates to 

843,291 Australian adults 
travelling overseas without insurance
in the last 12 months



Holiday/recreation is the main purpose of travel overseas
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Purpose for most recent travel:

Q.9. Which of the following best describes the purpose of your most recent travel?
Q.10. And which of the following best describes your relationship with the destination?  

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

Purpose of most recent travel Relationship with destination

Visiting friends / relatives

Business trip

Studying abroad

Holiday / recreation74% 

18%

4%

Somewhere I’d been before 
(not home country)

Home country

Somewhere I’d never 
been before50% 

40%

9%

Purpose of travel / relationship with 
destination bear no relationship with 

likelihood to take out insurance.

18-24s are significantly more likely to be 
studying abroad (5%) versus 25-29s (1%) 

and over 30s (<1%).

18-24s are significantly more likely to be 
travelling to somewhere new (58%) 

versus over 30s (47%).

Working holiday

Other

1%

1%

1% Other1%



The majority of insurance policies are single-trip policies
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Q.21. Which of the following best describes the type of travel insurance you had for your last trip overseas? 

Type of travel insurance held on last trip:
Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

70

12

6

6
5

Single-trip policy Multi-trip policy Annual policy

An ongoing policy Don't know / not sure

Multi-trip policies are more likely to be held by:

― Those who visited the Smartraveller website are 
significantly more likely to have a multi-trip policy (16%) 
than those who did not visit the website (8%).

― Multi-trip policies are significantly more likely to be held 
by 18-24s (17%) and 25-29s (21%) versus over 30s (9%). 



Just under one in ten (8%) went overseas without travel 
insurance on their last trip
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Coverage by travel insurance on last overseas trip:

Q.6. On the last occasion that you travelled outside Australia, were you covered by travel insurance?
Q.7. Within the last three years, have you travelled outside Australia without being covered by travel insurance?

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

92%
Were covered by travel insurance last time they went overseas

8% 
Were 
not

31%
Have travelled 

uninsured within the 
past 3 years

69%
Have NOT travelled uninsured within the past 3 years

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

85

88

94

15

12

6

18-24

25-29

Over 30s

Coverage by age group:



Based on undeclared medical issues or behaviour while 
overseas: More than half of travellers aren’t properly insured
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Activities undertaken without being covered by insurance:

Q.6. On the last occasion that you travelled outside Australia, were you covered by travel insurance? 
Q.19. Did you notify your travel insurer about your pre-existing medical condition(s)? 
Q.14. For each of the activities that you said you did the last time you were overseas, were they covered by your travel insurance policy?

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

84% 
Were covered by travel insurance and didn’t have undeclared 

medical issues

92%
Were covered by travel insurance last time they went overseas

Only 46% were properly insured
Covered by travel insurance AND didn’t have undeclared medical 

issues AND didn’t engage in uninsured risky behaviour

Further 8% did not notify insurer of pre-existing 
medical conditions/inpatient treatment

Further 38% undertook risky activities without 
confirming insurance coverage



Uninsured behaviour 
overseas

Page 17



Those who travel uninsured are just as likely to engage in risky 
behaviour as those who get insurance
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Activities undertaken on last overseas trip:

Q.13. Which of the following activities, if any, did you undertake the last time you were overseas? 

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

30

16

11

10

10

7

6

4

3

2

50

28

15

13

13

7

6

5

5

3

1

48

Drank alcohol (and was affected by it)

Water sport (e.g. scuba diving / surfing)

Played sport (e.g. golf / tennis)

Riding a motorcycle, moped or quad bike

Adventure sport (e.g. rock climbing / abseiling)

Riding a horse, camel or elephant

Winter sports (e.g. skiing)

Bungee jumping

Sky diving

Took illegal drugs

None of these

Insured (n=923) Uninsured (n=102)

50% 
engaged in 
ANY risky 
behaviour

52% 
engaged in 
ANY risky 
behaviour

Insured Uninsured

73% 
engaged in 
ANY risky 
behaviour

75% 
engaged in 
ANY risky 
behaviour

40% 
engaged in 
ANY risky 
behaviour

18-24 25-29 30+

Under 30s significantly more likely to 
engage in risk-taking behaviour:



Drinking and water sports are the most common activities 
carried out without knowing if insurance covered it
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Activities undertaken without being covered by insurance:

Q.13. Which of the following activities, if any, did you undertake the last time you were overseas? 
Q.14. For each of the activities that you said you did the last time you were overseas, were they covered by your travel insurance policy?
Q.15. Did you check your insurance policy to confirm whether you were covered by your travel insurance carrying out these activities?  

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

30% DRANK TO INTOXICATION 16% DID WATER SPORTS 11% PLAYED SPORTS
10% RODE A 
MOTORCYCLE/MOPED 10% DID ADVENTURE SPORTS

7% RODE A 
HORSE/CAMEL/ELEPHANT 6% DID WINTER SPORTS 4% WENT BUNGEE JUMPING 3% DID A SKY DIVE 2% TOOK ILLEGAL DRUGS

Of those…88% may not have 
been covered
And…84% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…55% may not have 
been covered
And…51% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…54% may not have 
been covered
And…45% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…63% may not have 
been covered
And…47% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…52% may not have 
been covered
And…45% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…62% may not have 
been covered
And…57% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…58% may not have 
been covered
And…41% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…40% may not have 
been covered
And…17% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…57% may not have 
been covered
And…41% did NOT check 
their policy

Of those…80% may not have 
been covered
And…78% did NOT check 
their policy



Even among those who check their policy, many aren’t sure 
they are covered for the activities they do on holiday
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Activities undertaken without being covered by insurance:

Q.13. Which of the following activities, if any, did you undertake the last time you were overseas? 
Q.14. For each of the activities that you said you did the last time you were overseas, were they covered by your travel insurance policy?
Q.15. Did you check your insurance policy to confirm whether you were covered by your travel insurance carrying out these activities?  

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

16% checked their policy (n=57)

 30% were not sure they were 
covered for drinking, but did it 
anyway

 24% were NOT covered for 
drinking, but did it anyway

OF THOSE WHO DRANK ALCOHOL 
TO INTOXICATION…

49% checked their policy (n=89)

 20% were not sure they were 
covered for water sports, but 
did it anyway

 5% were NOT covered for 
water sports, but did it anyway

55% checked their policy (n=71)

 26% were not sure they were 
covered for sports, but did it 
anyway

 9% were NOT covered for 
sports, but did it anyway

53% checked their policy (n=64)

 24% were not sure they were 
covered for riding a moped, but 
did it anyway

 9% were NOT covered for 
riding a moped, but did it 
anyway

OF THOSE WHO DID WATER 
SPORTS…

OF THOSE WHO RODE A 
MOTORCYCLE/MOPED…

OF THOSE WHO PLAYED 
SPORTS…



Arranging travel insurance
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A wide range of methods are used to arrange travel 
insurance; three in ten (31%) buy direct from the insurer

How travel insurance was arranged:
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Q.23. On your last trip overseas, how was your travel insurance arranged?
Q.22. Did you use any price comparison websites to find your travel insurance policy?  

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

31

20

19

8

6

6

3

1

1

5

Directly through an insurer

Had insurance through credit card

Through a travel agent

Through an comparison website

Through airline

Through bank account

Another method

Through frequent flyer scheme

Through superannuation

Don't know / not sure

32% 
use price comparison websites 

when purchasing travel insurance



18-24s are less likely to arrange insurance directly with 
insurer – and are more likely to go through a travel agent

How travel insurance was arranged:
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Q.23. On your last trip overseas, how was your travel insurance arranged?
Q.22. Did you use any price comparison websites to find your travel insurance policy?  

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

21

8

28

9

10

9

32

10

17

12

8

7

33

24

18

7

5

4

Bought it directly through an insurer

I had insurance through my credit
card

Bought it through a travel agent

Bought it through an insurance
comparison website

Bought it with an airline

Bought it through my bank account

18-24 (n=207) 25-29 (n=250) 30+ (n=466)

35% 
used price 

comparison 
websites

18-24 25-29 30+

45% 
used price 

comparison 
websites

29% 
used price 

comparison 
websites

Significantly higher 
than other subgroup



Almost three quarters (73%) of 18-29s did not consider 
exclusions when arranging their travel insurance

Features NOT considered when selecting travel insurance cover:
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Q.26. Which of the following did you look for when selecting travel insurance cover? And which of these was most important to you?

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

18-29
(n=457)

30+
(n=466)

Exclusions 73% 67%

Insurer's reputation 68% 65%

Amount of excess paid 66% 64%

Terms and conditions 66% 57%

Significantly higher 
than other subgroup



Price is consistently ranked by overseas travellers as the most 
important factor when arranging travel insurance

MOST important aspects of travel insurance cover:
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Q.26. Which of the following did you look for when selecting travel insurance cover? And which of these was most important to you?

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

27

14

10

9

9

5

5

4

3

Price

Exclusions

Terms and conditions

Insurer's reputation

Past experience

Recommendations

Convenience

Amount of excess paid

Coverage for adventure activities
Under 30s were significantly more likely to have prioritised adventure 

activity coverage (6%).



More than two thirds (69%) of overseas travellers admit they 
do not know a lot about their insurer

Familiarity with insurer
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Q.27. When you booked your travel insurance, how familiar were you with the insurer your policy was with?
Note: No significant differences by age. 

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

Knew a lot about them
(31%)

Knew a bit about them
(38%)

Knew only the name
(16%)

Had never even heard 
their name

Don't know / 
can't recall

(7%) (8%)



Travel insurance is typically arranged a few weeks after 
booking travel
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When travel insurance was booked :

Q.24. Approximately how many days prior to departure did you book your travel (e.g. flights)? NOTE: ‘Don’t know’ responses not included
Q.25. And how many days prior to departure did you arrange your travel insurance?

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

Travel booked on average

110 days 
before departure

Travel insurance booked on average

88 days 
before departure

Average 22 day gap 
between booking travel 
and booking insurance

Younger travellers delay slightly longer on average:

• 18-24s arranged insurance an average of 25 days 
after booking travel.

• 25-29s arranged insurance an average of 23 days 
after booking travel.

• Over 30s arranged insurance an average of 20 days 
after booking travel.



Understanding of travel 
insurance
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Travellers aren’t certain of their coverage; more than a third 
(42%) weren’t sure they were covered against theft
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Travellers were NOT certain of their coverage for:

Q.16. Which of the following do you believe you were covered for by your travel insurance?
Combined answer codes: I think I was covered + I was not covered + Don’t know/not sure

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

77

65

46

43

42

42

40

29

27

Terrorism / civil unrest

Natural disasters

Travel delay

Loss of electronics

Loss of passport

Theft of valuables

Flight cancellation

Baggage loss or damage

Medical expenses



Under 30s are significantly more likely to be uncertain about 
what their policy covered
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Travellers NOT certain of their coverage for:

Q.16. Which of the following do you believe you were covered for by your travel insurance?
Combined answer codes: I think I was covered + I was not covered + Don’t know/not sure

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

70

65

56

52

54

53

54

40

40

79

65

43

39

38

38

34

25

21

Terrorism / civil unrest

Natural disasters

Travel delay

Loss of electronics

Loss of passport

Theft of valuables

Flight cancellation

Baggage loss or damage

Medical expenses

18-29 (n=457) 30+ (n=466)

Significantly higher 
than other subgroup

The youngest adult travellers (18-24s) 
were significantly more likely to be 

uncertain if loss or damage to 
electronic items was covered (57%, 

compared to 46% of 25-29s).



The majority of those with pre-existing medical conditions 
checked their insurance but not all were certain of cover
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Pre-existing medical conditions:

Q.17. Did you have any pre-existing medical conditions in the past 5 years before you took out your travel insurance policy? Q.18. Had you been referred to a hospital doctor or surgeon, or had 
inpatient treatment in the 12 months before you took out your travel insurance policy?  Q.20. Did you check your insurance policy to confirm whether your previous medical conditions were 
covered by your travel insurance? Q.16. Which of the following do you believe you were covered for by your travel insurance?

Base: Insured travellers (n=923)

39% 

27%

Had a pre-existing 
medical conditions in 
last 5 years OR had 
been referred for 

hospital treatment in 
last 12 months Checked their policy but 

were NOT certain of their 
coverage for pre-existing 

medical conditions

28% 
Did not check their 

insurance policy

Base: Those with pre-existing medical conditions/hospitalised  (n=276) 

Three in ten (28%) of overseas travellers 
travel with a medical concern. 

Of those who do, a third (67%) may be 
unknowingly underinsured.



Only a third (37%) are ‘very confident’ that they chose the 
best possible policy for their needs
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Confidence in policy being best for needs:

Q.28. How confident were you that you chose the best possible policy for your needs? 

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

37% 
Very confident

57% 
Somewhat confident

6%
Not very 

confident

1% 
Not at all 
confident

18-29 year olds are 
significantly less likely to be 

confident they chose the best 
policy for their needs (29%, 
compared to 39% of those 

aged 30+).



More than a third (36%) of 18-29 year olds do not look at their 
policy document at all
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At-risk attitudes towards policy documents:

Q.29. Please indicate to what extent you agree with each of the following statements regarding your travel insurance policy document? 

Base: Insured travellers (n=923) 

68

37

28

16

59

36

27

13

55

22

23

10

Did not look at exclusions

Did not look at policy document at all

Not completely clear on what was
covered

Did not review policy carefully enough
to ensure I was properly insured

18-24 (n=207) 25-29 (n=250) 30+ (n=466)

Significantly higher 
than other subgroup



Half of all overseas travellers (53%) visited the Smartraveller
website before booking their trip
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Use of Smartraveller website:

Q.12. Before you booked your overseas travel, did you visit the Smart Traveller website (smartraveller.gov.au/) to view the latest government travel warnings and advice? 

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

Those with travel insurance 
(n=923)

Those without travel insurance 
(n=102)

23%
Visited 

Smartraveller
website

Some travellers are more likely to visit the Smartraveller website:

• Surprisingly, but reflecting their digital consumption habits, under 30s are significantly more 
likely to visit the Smartraveller website (58%) versus over 40s (44%).

• Those travelling to somewhere new are significantly more likely to visit (56%), compared to 48% 
who are travelling to somewhere they’ve been before and 30% visiting their home country.

53%
Visited Smartraveller

website



Insurable events
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A quarter (24%) experienced an insurable event on their 
most recent trip overseas
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Insurable events that occurred on trip overseas:

Q.37. Did any of the following happen to you on the last trip you made overseas? 

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

24%
Experienced an 

insurable event on last 
trip overseas

Top insurable events experienced

A flight or tour was cancelled (7%)

Flight delayed more than 12 hours (6%)

Received medical treatment (6%)

Lost / damaged / stolen luggage (6%)

Missed a connecting flight (5%)

Lost / damaged / stolen cash or personal items (4%)

Forced to cancel trip before departure (4%)

25% of those with insurance
20% of those without insurance

(not a statistically significant difference)



Under 30s are significantly more likely to experience an 
insurable event overseas than over 30s 
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Insurable events that occurred on trip overseas:

Q.37. Did any of the following happen to you on the last trip you made overseas? 

Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

Under 30s are significantly more likely to 
experience an insurable event (38%) 

versus over 30s (18%). 

25-29s are significantly more likely to 
have received medical treatment (11%) 

versus 18-24s (4%). Apart from this, there 
were no significant differences between 

the 18-24 and 25-29 age groups.

18-29 30+

38% 
Experienced an 

insurable event on 
last trip overseas

18% 
Experienced an 

insurable event on 
last trip overseas

9

11

7

6

7

8

5

5

6

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

A flight or tour was cancelled

Flight delayed more than 12 hours

Received medical treatment

Lost / damaged / stolen luggage

Missed a connecting flight

Lost / damaged / stolen cash or
personal items

Forced to cancel trip before departure
due to unexpected event

Family member back home fell
seriously ill or passed away

18-29 (n=529) 30+ (n=466)

Significantly higher 
than other subgroup



Only half (54%) of those who experience an insurable 
event actually claim on their travel insurance
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Events claimed for on travel insurance:

Q.38. Which of the following did you make an insurance claim for? 

Base: Insured travellers (n=923)

25%
With travel insurance experienced an 
insurable event on last trip overseas

54%
Made an insurance claim

Of those…

Claim was 
paid in full

Claim was 
paid in part

Claim was 
rejected

Still waiting / 
don't know

46% 36% 12% 6%

Of those…

$533
Average paid out of pocket for an 

insurable event

$366
Average paid as excess on insurance 

cover

$455
Average paid out by insurer

Average payouts:
Base: Those whose claim was paid out (n=122)

Q.40. What costs were incurred?



Non-insurance
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Rather than a considered choice: The most common reason 
for forgoing travel insurance was ‘just not thinking about it’
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Reasons for not having travel insurance:

Q.32. You indicated that you did not hold travel insurance on your last trip outside Australia / a trip you made outside Australia within the last 
three years. We would like to understand why not?

Base: Those without travel insurance on last trip OR a trip within 
last 3 years (n=316)

28

21

20

18

17

16

14

14

12

11

11

Just didn't think about it

Uncertain whether I needed it

Too expensive

I was careful not to have an accident

The value of my luggage was low

It was too much hassle

Held nationality in destination

Didn't get around to it

I'm financially secure

Family would cover costs

Don't trust insurers

― No significant differences by age group.



Though just under half (44%) thought about getting travel 
insurance, only a quarter (25%) went on to research it

Current circumstances:
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Q.33. Which of the following did you do before your last trip outside Australia?

Base: Those uninsured on LAST trip outside Australia (n=102) 
% agree

Before my last trip outside Australia, I…

Thought about getting travel insurance

Researched what travel 
insurance would be best for me

Received a quote

44%

25%

26%

Compared multiple 
quotes

17%

― No significant differences by age group.

Only one in twenty (19%) said they put travel 
insurance on their ‘to do’ list.



Overall exposure to potential financial loss is high
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36% 
Might incur 

devastating debt; 
more than could 

repay in a lifetime

36% 
might incur 

significant debt but 
would recover in 

time

19% 
Might have to 
make minor 

financial 
sacrifices

8% 

92% of uninsured travellers are exposed to significant financial loss

Wouldn’t affect me 
at all

If we define exposure to potential financial loss as ‘any person who would have to make at least minor financial 
sacrifices in the event of a crisis’, then 92% of travellers perceive themselves to be exposed to risk.

Q.36. As a consequence of not having travel insurance, which of the following describes the worst case scenario for how much of a financial 
setback you might incur in the event of a crisis?
Note: No significant differences by age. 

Financial setback in the event of a crisis:
Base: Those without travel insurance on last trip OR a trip within last 3 years (n=316)



Events perceived to happen less frequently are not 
considered necessities for cover
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Things that are NOT important to have coverage for on next overseas trip:

Q.34. Thinking about the next time you travel overseas outside Australia, how important do you think it is for you to have travel insurance 
coverage for each of the following? Q.35. Why do you say that it is not important for you to have coverage for [item]?
Note: No significant differences by age. 

Base: Those without travel insurance on last trip OR a trip within last 3 years 
(n=316)

24

24

21

19

17

15

14

14

13

8

Emergency dental expenses

Kidnapping / hijack

Repatriation

Accidental death

Travel delay / cancellation

Emergency accommodation and travel

Luggage and personal effects

Personal money

Travel documents / credit cards

Emergency medical and hospital expenses

% who said this is not 
important because the risk 
of needing to claim is low

46%

55%

46%

45%

52%

34%

51%

50%

38%

39%



Attitudes towards insurance
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Those who don’t take out insurance are actually less likely to 
be risk-averse whilst overseas

Attitudes towards risk overseas:
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Q.19.a To what extent do each of the following statements describe you?

Base: All respondents (n=1025)

“I am much more careful to avoid dangers overseas 
than when I am in Australia”

36

22

APPLIES TO ME COMPLETELY

Insured on last 
overseas trip 

(n=923)

Not insured on 
last overseas 

trip 
(n=102)

― No significant differences by age group or gender.

― Those who visit the Smartraveller website before 
going overseas are significantly more likely to avoid 
dangers overseas (40%) compared to those who had 
not visited the Smartraveller website (30%).



More than three quarters (77%) of uninsured travellers think 
it’s OK to go to developed countries without insurance

Attitudes towards travel insurance:
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Q.41. The following statements cover a range of other different attitudes toward travel insurance. Please indicate to what extent you agree 
with each of them? 

Insured on last 
overseas trip 

(n=923)

“There are no exceptions – no Australian person 
should go overseas without travel insurance”

30

31

55

8

Somewhat agree Strongly agree

85% AGREE

39% AGREE
Not insured on 
last overseas 

trip 
(n=102)

“It’s OK to go overseas without travel insurance as 
long as it’s to other developed countries like 

Australia”

19

56

7

21

Somewhat agree Strongly agree

26% AGREE

77% AGREE

Insured on last 
overseas trip 

(n=923)

Not insured on 
last overseas 

trip 
(n=102)

― Those aged 18-24 (51%) and 25-29 (44%) are significantly 
more likely to agree it’s ok to travel without insurance to 
developed countries, than those over 30 (23%).

― No significant differences by age group.



Around half of under 30s erroneously exaggerate how the 
government would help in a medical emergency overseas

Attitudes towards travel insurance:
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Q.41. The following statements cover a range of other different attitudes toward travel insurance. Please indicate to what extent you agree 
with each of them? 

18-29s 
(n=529)

“If an Australian person has a medical 
emergency overseas, the Australian government 

would arrange and pay for them to get home”

37

18

15

10

Somewhat agree Strongly agree

52% AGREE

28% AGREE

Over 30s
(n=496)

“If an Australian person has a medical 
emergency overseas, the Australian government 

would pay their medical bills”

33

12

14

8

Somewhat agree Strongly agree

47% AGREE

20% AGREE

18-29s 
(n=529)

Over 30s
(n=496)



‘Online search’ is the most used, and considered most 
useful, method of finding out more about travel insurance
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Q.42. In the last 12 months, which of the following sources have you found out more about travel insurance from?
Q.43. If you wanted to learn about travel insurance… which of the following do think would be a) most trustworthy and b) most useful? 

Insurance information sources:
Base: All respondents (n=1025) 

Most used (past 12
months):

Most useful: Most trusted:

Online search (34%) Online search (25%) Smart Traveller site (30%)

Insurers (27%) Comparison sites (16%) Insurers (16%)

Friends / family (24%)
Sig. more among under 30s (34%)

Insurers (14%) Friends / family (15%)

Smart Traveller site (22%) Smart Traveller site (13%)
Consumer advocacy sites 
(13%)

Comparison sites (18%)
Consumer advocacy sites 
(10%)

Online search (9%)

Three in ten (30%) had not used any source to find out more about travel  insurance in the 
past 12 months.
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